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Some Ceremony Music Suggestions From Our Repertoire 

Here are some suggestions for the ceremony. We would likely play just the tunes without all the intros you 

hear here. For ceremonies these would most likely be instrumentals unless otherwise requested. Vocal 

arrangements are listed below mostly as reference to hear the lyrics and the sentiments the tune may 

engender. Also, think of most of the melodies on clarinet or violin and some improvisation, perhaps, but for 

the actual ceremony we would likely stick to mostly the melody depending on the amount of time needed, 

etc. We can vary the tempos. I have suggested places where the tunes might be used, but it is totally up to 

you and most of these tunes can fit anywhere you wish. We would likely play many of them as people are 

seated since most of the tunes have great sentiment for a wedding. Any other tunes from our repertoire are 

of course possible. Please feel free to contact us about special requests for songs. 

All of Me: recessional if played upbeat, could be used anywhere with varied tempo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hT82Ezo6-1I Instrumental with Django on guitar as similar to our how 

we would do it 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gg0MLf1oMvA with vocal so you hear lyrics 

Blue Skies: upbeat for recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHqz_AeiyEg with vocal so you hear lyrics 

Clair de Lune:  a bride last year chose this for the procession, can vary tempo as you wish 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ee0B8kaOGNs 

Danse Norvegienne: can vary tempo as wished, bridal procession 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI_Z4ayj5g8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1e0KSi02j4 

Django’s Tiger: great upbeat recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9ZYLvcAFXQ 

Exactly Like You: Recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6N61Oz-fOs  upbeat for recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3lmdbmN3hc  with vocal so you can hear lyrics 

I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P0hG3sD0-E with vocals so you can hear lyrics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXWjQKXq0Mw instrumental  
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I Can’t Give You Anything But Love: bridal procession, groom entering (ceremony beginning), recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZspOUb_dlM – upbeat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE2b9PbOKlo – more moderate tempo – instrumental during ceremony 

It Had To Be You:  Bridal Procession at moderate tempo, recessional more upbeat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfLcwW-9KU8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bxjkvPh8cnM 

Tears 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Txlfrh9cjoA  

Them There Eyes: Recessional 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=25abFRMcyks 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Z_gvHHKV7U vocal so you hear the lyrics 

There Will Never Be Another You: groom, bride, anywhere 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbqkO7kp-KQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BuOiAUvy8k – so you can hear the lyrics, we would do it instrumentally 

When I Fall In Love 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrjU313TEq4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y39N72hN7iQ 

Whispering 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pWuKAVvQDT8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG2JueinWZs – so you can hear the lyrics, we would do it instrumentally 
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